
Fiesta Mk7 ST180 Diffuser Kit Instructions

Note:
- Do NOT over tighten, when the screw feels tight stop screwing otherwise this can cause the thread
to be damaged and create a loose fit.
- You can measure from the centre of the fins for spacing or using one edge e.g. left hand side as long
as you keep the same side throughout measuring as the fins as 10mm thick.
- We recommend sticking the fins on with double sided tape before installation with screws to ensure
the spacing and alignment is correct before screwing into the bumper.
- You can use either the included self tapping screws or M3 bolts, nuts & washers to install your
diffuser kit. If using bolts, we recommend using either locking nuts or a thread locking compound to
ensure that vibrations wont loosen the bolts.

Installation:
1. We recommend firstly measuring your bumper and marking the location of the centre point + each
fin’s location with masking tape to ensure an even symmetrical fit. Once happy with location, apply
double sided tape to each fin and stick to the bumper.
2. Now you can screw this fin into the bumper using the provided self tapping screws. We
recommend screwing one screw in first and checking the fin for straightness from a distance, before
securing the final screw. If using nuts and bolts, you can either use the holes created by the self
tapping screws as pilot holes or drill out the holes straight away then proceed to secure with nuts and
bolts.
3. As seen in the diagram above, the ‘B’ fins are spaced 250mm away from the outer ‘C’ fins. Moving
inwards, you will need to space each fin 120mm apart.
4. Ensure all screws/fixings are tight and admire your work!
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